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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper consists of two parts. The first is an extension of a result of 
Martin [lo] on the exponential representation of linear differential equations. 
The second part applies the results of the first part to the structure theory of 
bounded linear operators on Hilbert space. 
We shall be concerned with the differential equation U’(t) = &l(t) U(t) 
defined on the real axis. For each t, A(t) is a bounded linear operator on a 
fixed separable Hilbert space H. We also assume that A(t) is positive and 
analytic on the real axis. If an operator T is positive, then we write T 2 0. 
I is the identity operator in H. An asterisk denotes the adjoint of an operator. 
We review the notation of [lo]. Suppose that X and Y are bounded linear 
operators in H. Then [X, Y] = XY - YX by definition. If Y is invertible 
and Y = exp X, then we say that X is a logarithm of Y and write X = log Y. 
The logarithm is not unique. The operator In X is defined to be the series 
(X -I) - [(X - Q2]/2 + [(X - 1)7/3 - ..* provided that the series is 
convergent. For // X - I/j < 1 the series converges and exp(ln X) = X = 
ln(exp X). In X is unique if it exists. 
2. THE EXPONENTIAL REPRESENTATION 
Theorem 1 is the main result of this section. It was originally proved by 
Martin in the finite dimensional case with fewer assumptions on A(t). Our 
proof follows his in outline but uses different arguments to justify some of the 
steps. 
* This paper constitutes a portion of the author’s dxssertation, done in part&4 
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Northwestern 
University, Evanston, IL, under the direction of Professor Allen Devinatz. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that A(t) is a strictly positive, analytic, operator 
valued function on the real axis. If U’(t) = iA U(t) and U(0) = I, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) U(t) = exp(i si A(s) ds), 
(2) [A(t), J; 4) 4 = 0, 
(3) P(t)> WI = 0, 
(4) LA(t), W>l = 0, 
(5) [U(t), qt>1 = 0. 
Before proving Theorem 1 we need two results. The first was originally 
observed by Helson [6]. 
LEMMA 1. If A(t) is a norm-continuous, positive operator valued function 
and U’(t) = iA U(t), then U(t) is a unitary operator for all t if U(0) is. 
Proof. Let ( , ) be the inner product in H. If p1 and q+ are any two vectors 
in f-6 then (u(t) y1 , P,J equals (cpl , U(t)*q+). Thus (U’)* equals (U*)’ for 
all real t. If U(0) is unitary, then lJ* and U-r both satisfy the equation 
X’(t) = -iX(t) A(t), X(0) = U(O)*, and hence are equal. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the operator valued function X(t) is continuously 
dzperentiable in a neighborhood of zero and that [X(t), x’(t)] = 0. If X(0) = I, 
then In X(t) = 1: X’(s) X-l(s) ds in a neighborhood of zero. 
Proof. Assume that [X(t), X’(t)] = 0. The operator function X-l(t) has 
the series expansion IT- (X(t) - I) + (X(t) - 1)” - ... . Looking at the 
series for In X(t) and X-l(t), we see that In X(t) and Ji X’(s) X-r(s) ds have 
the same derivative and are equal at zero. Hence they are equal in a neigh- 
borhood of zero. 
We now prove Theorem 1. 
Proof. Since A(t) is one to one and U(t) is invertible it is easy to show 
that (3), (4), and (5) are equivalent. 
Suppose that [U(t), U(t)] = 0. Then In U(t) = i si A(s) ds in a neigh- 
borhood of zero by Lemma 2. Thus U(t) = exp(i fi A(s) ds) in a neigh- 
borhood of zero and hence on the real axis by analytic continuation. Thus 
(5) implies (1). If (1) implies (2), th en clearly (1) implies (3). It suffices then 
to show that (1) and (2) are equivalent. If (2) holds, then exp(i $, A(s) ds) and 
U(t) satisfy the same initial value problem. Thus (2) implies (1). 
Now suppose that (1) holds. Let B(t) = i si A(s) ds so that U(t) = exp B(t). 
Let B(H) be the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators mapping H 
into H. Define the operator adB mapping B(B) into B(H) by (adB)T = [B, 7’1. 
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Define (udB)V = [B, (adQk-lT], that is, the ordinary power of an operator. 
The t has been suppressed for notational convenience. By assumption 
U(t) = Cr,, [B(t)“]/k! Differentiate and multiply by U-l(t) = exp(--B(t)). 
Combining terms gives A = A + (adB)A/2 + (u~B)~A/~! f ..+ . Let 
L = I/2 + (&q/3! + ... so that the equation becomes L(adB)A = 0. 
L is a bounded linear operator in B(H) for each value iof t. But there exists 
an E > 0 such that CF=, (G@)/k! < l/4. Since B(0) = 0 and B(t) is norm- 
continuous there exists a S > 0 such that 1 t j < 6 implies that j/ B(t)11 < e/2. 
But jl adB // < 2 I/ B/l. Thus l/1/2 -L j/ < l/4 and L is invertible for 
j t j < 6. But L(adB)A = 0. Hence (adB)A = 0 for / t / < 6. But (&?)A is 
analytic and hence zero for all t. Thus (1) implies (2). 
The exponential representation of an analytic, unitary valued function is 
unique if it exists. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose thut U(t) = exp(iC(t)) where C(t) 3 0 and C(t) 
is analytic on the real axis. If C(0) = 0, then C(t) is unique. 
Proof. Suppose that U(t) = exp(iC(t)) = exp(iD(t)) where C(t) and o(t) 
both satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Since C(t) and D(t) are both 
positive operators there exist resolutions of the identity Et(&) and F,(&) 
such that C(t) = Jr”” @,(dp) and D(t) = ~~‘““‘@~(d~) /3, Chapters IX 
and X]. We omit the limits of integration in what follows. Both C(t) and D(t) 
are zero at zero. Thus there exists a 6 > 0 such that / t / < 8 implies that 
both 11 C(t)]! and jl D(t)11 are less than 7r/2. Note that exp(it) is a continuous 
invertible function of the interval [-r/2, n/2] onto the right half-circle. 
Let log(u) be its inverse. But 
U(t) = exp(iC(t)) = j exp(&) E,(&) 
= exp(W)) = j exp(id ~t(44. 
Thus -ilog(U(t)) = J@,(&) = f@$(dp) for / t / < 6. But then C(t) = 
o(t) for 1 t / < 8 and hence for all t by analytic continuation. 
Theorem 2 is an extension of [lo, Theorem 21. It also illustrates the 
difference between this paper and [lo]. Martin used strictly finite dimensional 
techniques, while we use the more powerful spectral theory. Nowever, this 
cannot be done without additional assumptions on A(t). We have assumed 
pointwise positiveness, and in some places, invertibility. This still permits 
important applications as part 3 shows. 
It should be noted that, in general, [n/r(t), AZ’(t)] = 0 does not imply 
[M(t), M(s)] = 0 f or a 11 s and t even when M(t) is a polynomial [6]. 
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We shall now show that they are equivalent if H is finite dimensional and 
M(t) is positive. Theorem 3 is from [6]. The T that appears is the matrix 
which puts M(0) into its Jordan canonical form. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that M(t) is an analytic, n x n matrix valued 
function such that [M(t), M’(t)] = 0. If {t+ ,..., pm} are the ergenvalues of M(0) 
with multiplicities {n, ,..., n,}, then there exists a matrix T, with elements 
independent oft, such that B(t) = T-lM(t)T is the diagonal matrix diag(B,(t)}. 
Each B,(t) is an n, x n, matrix with only one eigenvalue. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that A(t) is a positive, n x n matrix valued function 
which is analytic on the reaZ axis. If [A(t), si A(s) ds] = 0, then there exists a 
unitary operator W such that W*A(t) W is diagonal. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let M(t) = J’p A(s) ds for an arbitrary, but fixed, 
to. Thus [M(t), M’(t)] = 0. By Theorem 3 there exists a IV, such that 
W;‘M(t) W, = diag(B,(t)}. S ince M(0) is self-adjoint W, can be chosen 
to be unitary. If there is a t, such that some B,(t,) has more than one eigen- 
value, then let B,,(t) = B,(t + tl) and again apply Theorem 3. Since H is 
finite dimensional, the process terminates and W-lM(t)W = diag{C,(t)} 
where the self-adjoint C?(t) have only one eigenvalue for each choice of t. 
Hence C3(t) is a scalar multiple of the identity. Differentiation of the equation 
W-lM(t)W = diag{C,(t)} g ives the desired result for A(t). 
COROLLARY 1. IfA is a positive, matrix valued function which is analytic 
on the real axis, then [A(t), A(s)] = 0 for all s and t if and only if 
[A(t), ,: A(s) ds] = 0. 
3. OPERATOR VALUED INNER FUNCTIONS 
In studying a particular linear operator T on a Hilbert space H, one of the 
most important things to determine is its invariant subspaces. In particular, 
it is useful to know whether T has a spectral resolution or a Jordan type of 
decomposition. However, it is not even known whether every bounded linear 
operator has an invariant subspace. Canonical models have proved useful 
in working on the invariant subspace problem. After describing one of these 
canonical models, we shall apply the results of part 2 to it. With the exception 
of Theorem 8 the results are known. The consideration of the exponential 
representation of inner functions as presented here is new. A more detailed 
exposition on inner functions may be found in [7] or [9]. 
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LH2 is the Hilbert space of all square integrable Lebesgue measurable 
functions from the unit circle into H. Normalized Lebesgue measure is used. 
The inner product in LH2 is given by 
HR2 consists of those functions in LH2 whose negative fourier coefficients 
vanish. Equivalently, HH2 consists of those functions in LH2 which have an 
analytic continuation into the disc. A function in HH2 is identified with its 
continuation. 
An operator valued function defined on the circle is called inner if its values 
are unitary operators and it has an analytic extension into the disc. A discussion 
of the one dimensional case may be found in [S]. 
An operator’s invariant subspaces are not altered by a change in norm. 
Suppose then that jl T/j < 1. Let 
V,(w) = [-r - T*T]-1/2(zuI - T*)(I - ZDT)-~[I - TT*]1/2. 
Then V,(W) is an inner function, called the Potapov inner function for T 
[9, p. 261. Let S be multiplication by the complex variable w and S* be the 
adjoint of S in HH2. S maps V,HH2 into itself. Thus S* maps the orthogonal 
complement of VTHH2 in HH2 into itself. That is, Kr = HH2 @ V,HR is 
an invariant subspace for S*. In addition, S* restricted to Kr is unitarily 
equivalent to T acting in H. If T has an invariant subspace, then so does S*. 
But the orthogonal complement of an S* invariant subspace is an 5’ invariant 
subspace. If U is inner and M is an S invariant subspace such that 
UHH2 C M C Hxz, then M = VHH2 for some inner function V. This can 
happen if and only if U = VW for some inner function W. The invariant 
subspace problem is thus equivalent to the factoring of operator valued inner 
functions. 
Observe that rf 11 T // < 1, then V,(w) is analytic on the closed disc. Let 
zu = (z’ - x)/(i + x). Then V,(z) = V,(w) defines V,(z) as a bounded 
analytic function on the closed upper half-plane. V,(z) is unitary on the real 
axis and satisfies the differential equation VT’(t) = i&(t) VT(t). AT(t) is a 
positive operator valued function. This differential equation was first intro- 
duced in [6] and has been studied in [l] and [2]. 
We shall call a differentiable, unitary valued function an inner function 
if it has a bounded, analytic extension throughout the upper half-plane. 
The relationship w = (i - z)/[i + z) is assumed to hold throughout the 
remainder of this paper. The variable t is in z coordinates. 
The next two theorems are from [2]. 
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THEOREM 5. IfA is a norm-continuous, positive opmator valued function 
and U’(t) = iA U(t) dejines an inn@ function, then U(w) is analytic on the 
closed disc if and only ifjza 11 A(s)[j ds < CO. 
THEOREM 6. If V&t) is the Potapov inner function for an operator T of 
norm less than one, then AT(t) is invertible for all t. 
The main result of [l] may be reworded as 
THEOREM 7. If U(t) is a norm-diSfentiable inner function on the upper 
half-plane, then the null space of A(t) is independent oft. 
Theorem 6 shows that an AT(t), for T with norm less than one, satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Theorem 7 shows that if A(t) is not one to one, 
then A(t) = A,(t) @ 0. 0 d enotes an orthogonal direct sum. Hence U(t) = 
Ul(t) @ U,, where U,, is constant and U1’(t) = iA, U1(t). Thus in studying 
differentiable inner functions one may assume that the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
If T has norm less than one, then the condition [AT(s), AT(t)] = 0, for all 
real s and t, is equivalent to the normality of T [2]. In light of Theorem 1 
it becomes important to know whether or not Corollary 1 holds when H is 
infinite dimensional. If it does not hold for some AT(t), then the inner 
functions of some nonnormal operators would admit an exponential repre- 
sentation. Such a representation should make them easier to work with. To 
our knowledge the problem is still unanswered. 
As a sample application of part 2 to this circle of ideas, we conclude with a 
theorem motivated by Hellman’s original proof of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that U(t) is a norm-dz@rentiable inner function, 
U’(t) = iA U(t), [A(t), si A(s) ds] = 0, and A-l(t) exists. If a to exists 
such that s$’ A(s) ds has an eigenvalue and is not a scalar multiple of the identity, 
then U factors into a product of inner functions. 
Proof. Let C(t) = Jy A( ) d s s w h ere t,, is as described in the statement of the 
theorem. Let Al. be a nontrivial eigenvalue of C(0) and MP = {y : C(O)g, = pp}. 
Since C(0) is self-adjoint, MN also equals (9’ : (C(0) - pI)$ = 0 for some 
integer K 3 11. But n/r, is an invariant subspace for all C(t) [5]. Since C(t) is 
self-adjoint it is reduced by n/ir, . Then so is A(t). Hence A(t) = A,(t) @A,(t). 
Let Uj’(t) = iA? Uj(t) for i = 1, 2. Then U(t) = ( U1(t) @ 1)(1 @ Uz(t)). 
As this paper has tried to show, there is an extensive interplay between the 
results of classical differential equations and modern operator theory. 
Additional examples may be found in [2] or the author’s thesis. It is our feeling 
that these relationships will yield still more information on further exploration. 
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